Unit 9: Synthesising a solution, reflection and reapplication

Introduction
Once the learner feels they have gathered enough information to satisfy the learning objectives we
enter the closing (discussion) phase. This phase involves three steps (steps 7-9). Each lesson in this
unit corresponds to one of these steps. The unit will cover:

Lesson 1: Synthesising a solution (Step 7)
Lesson 2: Reflection (Step 8)
Lesson 3: Reapplication (Step 9)

As a facilitator your job is to be aware of how to oversee and facilitate the closing phase to ensure
that the students successfully reach a solution, reflect on what they have learned and identify
opportunities for reapplication of this learning.

Lesson 1: Synthesising a solution.
This step involves the learners meeting to discuss the findings of their self-study and how they
achieved the learning objectives. The main purposes are1:







To consolidate knowledge by putting it into words and discussing it.
To assist each other in understanding difficult concepts A student who has come to
understand a difficult concept is often the best person to help a peer who is struggling with
it.
To elaborate and enhance each student’s pool of knowledge. Sharing different answers to the
same questions elaborates upon the learning of individual students and produces a sum that
is greater than its component parts.
To critique and correct any misconceptions. Pooling information provides opportunity for
students and the PBL Facilitator to correct each other, resolve conflicts raised found during
the data gathered in Self-study and add new learning.
To identify the limits of existing knowledge through critical reflection on the answers the
group has found.
To train students in the discipline of citing and criticising resources. Students should start to
be able to judge the validity of information by its source, critically appraise strength of
evidence and learn ‘triangulation’ of information by cross checking different sources

In the closing discussion each student should come prepared to talk through and share the work they
have done on each of the set learning outcomes. It is possible that during the discussion not all
issues will be resolved and new ones may appear. These are dealt with in the same way as for the
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first session, by identifying fresh learning outcomes. These are then studied privately for the
remainder of the week and the result brought back and shared with the group on the following PBL
session before the new problems are seen.
How you run the recap and final feedback sessions is up to you as a facilitator There are many
different methods you can adopt and you may need to experiment to find a method that works best
for you.



You could go round each team member asking an individual to lead the discussion on an
outcome and the rest of the group follow.
You may feel it appropriate for an individual or a sub-group to make a short presentation on
their learning outcomes and follow it with group discussion following. This is a useful way
to practice ‘presentation skills’ and also can be a good way of controlling time to each
outcome (if you restrict the presentation and discussion to a certain length).

During the discussion phase you as a facilitator might question the thought process behind the
groups discussion and the validity of their learning resources. By asking open ended questions you
help to develop critical thinking. Questions you might ask may be:2
















What are the other possibilities that you may have not thought of?
What is the facts or evidence to support that idea?
What are your thought to that ideas proposed?
What do you mean by ....?
Would you explain that a bit more, I am not sure if I am clear what you want to explore?
This seems a bit broad to me, would you like to explain that?
Let’s stop and review what we have now about the issue.
Would one of you like to review what we have so far?
Would one of you like to summarize?
What was the date of publication of that book?
How do you know that the information is reliable?
How will this information help us to manage the problem?
How does this information support or not support our original idea?
What have we learned from this problem?
In what way has working through this problem help with understanding
(example how branding helps in positioning of the product)

It is important that you discourage conversations that result in the learner telling their own ideas
and opinions without listening to others. The learner should build on others people’s comments.
Following the principles that guide accountable conversations allows the learner to focus on the
discussion and build on what others have said.3

 accountability to the learning community: the talk should ‘‘attend seriously to and build
on the ideas of others’’ People should listen to each other with an intent to build on each
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other’s ideas. If others don’t understand what was mentioned they clarify this with the
speaker.
 accountability to standards of reasoning: the talk should ‘‘emphasise logical connections
and the drawing of reasonable conclusions’’
 accountability to knowledge: the talk should be ‘‘based explicitly on facts, written texts
or other . . . information that all . . . can access. Speakers make an effort to get their facts
right and make explicit the evidence behind their claims and expectations. They
challenge each other when evidence is lacking or unavailable” This is done in a
respectful manner. (Michaels et al., 2008, p. 283)
The discussion must summarise with a solution to the problem with a strong rationale for
choosing this solution and an action plan of how to implement the solution
Or a list of learning objectives which must be further pursued in order to further explore
successful solutions. An example of a solution synthesis is below
Example
For our cash flow problem.
As forecasting requires very little data and once the data is entered the formula can be applied
to several periods. Initially two types of forecasting will be used exponential smoothing and
seasonal indices. We will measure the forecast using MAPE (as it is the easier of the two to
calculate).
Sales and order (from procurement) data for the past year will be entered into an excel
spreadsheet and will be used to calculate the forecast for the next period.
Also the number of products sold by each of our customers will gathered from the relevant
customers to get a picture of how much of each product was sold over the 12 month period
and we can derive seasonal indices. Exponential smoothing and seasonal indices will be used
.
again to predict how much each customer will order and we will speak to our customers to
determine
if this is accurate or not. Sales people will be responsible for contacting customers
Lesson
2: Reflection
a month in advance to determine if they expect the forecast to be accurate or not.
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this in Unit 3. In the problem design the learner is asked to conduct some formative and summative
evaluation. Formative evaluation was conducted prior to the self-study stage and at its completion.
Summative reflection can be done as part of the closing discussion or each learner can reflect
individually using a reflective learning diary. A combination of both is recommended as often
individuals will not reflect truly in a group situation.
For summative evaluation it is recommended that you ask the learner to examine (Hung, Hmelo
Silver, 2004)
1. What were the main difficulties you had during the PBL process and how did you address
them?
2. How confident are you using PBL? How well do you understand how you learn?
3. What did you learn and what skills did you develop specific to the problem and not specific
to the problem?
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4. What was the process you used to research the information related to this problem?
5. Did you have any difficulties during this process and how did you overcome them?
6. What key points you linked together to develop a solution? Why did you feel linking these
was necessary? Do you have alternative hypotheses and solutions?
7. Why did you select the solution?
8. Was the solution successful or not and why?
9. What impact has the solution had to the business?
10. How you would solve this problem differently if given a chance to start over” in the PBL
problem)
11. What were the main challenges dealing with other learners and what was your strategy for
overcoming them?
12. What did you do well?
13. What do you think could be improved?
An example of student reflection is below

Example
For our cash flow problem.
What I learned specific to the problem
 The different forecasting methods
 What data is required for forecasting
 How to calculate a forecast using these methods
 How to use excel to implement these forecasting methods
What I learned which was not specific to the problem
 How to collaborate with customers
 How to find information to help me solve a problem
 How to apply this information to a business problem
Rational for decisions made
I chose two methods of forecasting as once the data is gathered and input into excel the
formual are fairly easy to apply. Also the accuracy of the forecasting techniques can
vary depending on the company. As we are not sure if the change in sales is due to
seasons or other factors I decided to use two approaches and measure the accuracy of
the most appropriate one.
I chose excel as there is no cost associated with it as we have it here in our company.
Also there are a lot of templates and guides in how to use this software for forecasting.
There would be no benefit in purchasing specific software for this function.
I decided to include collaboration with the customers in addition to the quantitative
methods of forecasting as there may be other factors that quantitative data may not be
able to capture which may influence the forecast.
What I would do differently
If I was to do this process again. I think I would approach the customers differently. I
only managed to get a response from three customers. I think I would perhaps
accompany one of the sales people as they have more experience in dealing with the
customers. I would have all of my information gathered before I would speak to anyone
externally so I appear more organised and professional.
4 of our customers will gathered from the
Also the number of products sold by each
relevant customers to get a picture of how much of each product was sold over the 12
month period and we can derive seasonal indices. Exponential smoothing and seasonal
indices will be used again to predict how much each customer will order and we will

Lesson 3: Reapplication
To facilitate continuous learning and reduce the issue of drop off mentioned by a number of
companies in our research, it is necessary to encourage the learner to look for opportunities to apply
their learning. This can be done by prompting the learners through questions in the closing
discussion. Questions which may be used are:







Outline future problems which the PBL process could be applied to. Why would this
problem be suitable for PBL?
What other solutions could be further explored and why are they worthwhile exploring?
Could the solution be applied to other problems in the organisation? How can it be adapted
to do this?
Does your solution impact on other work areas and if so how can this be addressed?
How can use what you have learned in the PBL process to other aspects of your job?
Develop a plan of how you plan to use PBL of what you have learned from PBL in the
future.

Example
For our cash flow problem.
I found a number of self-study resources that provided a lot of learning material that could
be applied in other areas. For example, the SME toolkit contained a lot of resources. For
example I found some resources on low cost market research that might enable us to
increase our domestic customers fairly easily.
I plan to use this information to examine how we might increase our sales to the domestic
customer market. In particular I plan to examine
 The size of the market in Ireland (in terms of revenue)
 The number of customers
 Who are our competitors and what products they offer?
 Research the 5 Ps our customers have preference for.

Assignment
1. Synthesise the information you have created in unit 8 (self-study) into a
comprehensive solution
2. Reflect on what you have learned throughout the PBL process using the question set
in lesson 2
3. Identify opportunities for reapplication of what you have learned.
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